WA20 WARNING: While the PTC works on a future ODT option, there are two possible alternatives to bypass this dangerous section of Hwy 20:

1. Ride Jefferson County transit route 8 between Four Corners and Discovery Bay. The bus has a two bicycle transport capability and has stops at the Four Corners Park and Discovery Bay. Here is a link to the schedule: [https://jeffersontransit.com/reduced_service_schedule_03302020/#8sequim](https://jeffersontransit.com/reduced_service_schedule_03302020/#8sequim)

2. At the Four Corners Road/HWY 20 intersection, cross HWY 20 (1.3 mi), turn right onto Hwy 101 (6.1 mi), turn right to connect to the next separated ODT trail section in Discovery Bay. This route is approximately 19 miles.

Warning: Narrow road, heavy traffic with small shoulders

Check for Trail Alerts

The section begins with a section of separated trail at Discovery Bay, uses sections of Old Gardiner Rd, Hwy 101 & Old Blyn Hwy and separated trail into Blyn, WA.